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 Country/Region 
Slovenia  
 

 The good practice/method/material/resources in 3 words:  
Flipped learning – using video and padlet 
 

 Description of the good practice/material/resources  
 
In biology, adult learners of vocational education course at LUV were given an assignment via online 
classroom Moodle with instructions to watch the documentary “Thirsty World” on the importance of 
the water cycle for all living things in the world and also for people. The link was shared in the online 
classroom (Moodle) at a specific time when the film was available.  
  
Learners were asked to present their conclusions about the watched film in different ways or with 
various tools (document, photo, video, picture, sketch, thought pattern.) They were assisted in 
making the product by reference points and ideas in the instructions that were attached to the 
message on the Moodle.  
 
They put their assignments/products on padlet, link was shared in online classroom (Moodle). 
 
All products on the padlet were reviewed by the professor and feedback was given with a comment 
below the product. Learners had the option of peer feedback with open comments under 
classmates’ products.  
 
 

 Was the practise/material already used/implemented before the COVID-19 crisis or 
was it recently implemented to face new challenges?  
 

Practice was designed for online learning during lockdown of schools.  
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 Why is it particularly interesting and/or useful for pupils and their teachers during 
the COVID-19 crisis?  
 

The learners accepted the task well and did it perfectly. A different way of expressing their opinion 
and thinking was a welcome change for them. Learners took more responsibility for their own 
learning, found it fun and felt connected to each other, in spite of quarantine the feeling of 
community was increased. 

 
 

 What is the potential of transferability of this practice/method/material in other 
European countries? (about 500 words) 

 

This practice is a simple and very practical example of how to include flipped classroom methodology 
in praxis, using video and interactive online tools (padlet). It can be used as a lesson plan or 
suggestion for times when face to face lessons are not possible or when teachers want to add some 
diversity to their usual teaching.  
 

 Contact and/or link if possible to access to the material/resources or to get more 
information about the good practice identified 
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